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Other Other –– Material Types Material Types

Art work/graphic materialArt work/graphic material
Artefacts/3-dimensional objectsArtefacts/3-dimensional objects







Other Other –– Providing access to Providing access to
digitized materialdigitized material

BC Archival Union List/Archives CanadaBC Archival Union List/Archives Canada
Canadian Heritage Information NetworkCanadian Heritage Information Network
Virtual Museums of CanadaVirtual Museums of Canada
Multi-Cultural CanadaMulti-Cultural Canada





Other sources of fundingOther sources of funding

Private donationsPrivate donations
Sales/fee revenuesSales/fee revenues
BC Gaming CommissionBC Gaming Commission
Municipal/local government fundingMunicipal/local government funding
Columbia Basin TrustColumbia Basin Trust
Young Canada WorksYoung Canada Works





Other reasons for not scanningOther reasons for not scanning

Copyright restrictionsCopyright restrictions
Just openedJust opened
Other prioritiesOther priorities



Link to digitization projects completed or plannedLink to digitization projects completed or planned





Used Digitized Material inUsed Digitized Material in
Research/Teaching -- YesResearch/Teaching -- Yes

Easy, fast & convenient Easy, fast & convenient –– readily available readily available
Quicker and more efficient research Quicker and more efficient research ––
dondon’’t need to travel to sourcet need to travel to source
Only available in electronic formatOnly available in electronic format
Not available in communityNot available in community
Engage students in a medium familiar toEngage students in a medium familiar to
them them –– link students to digital surrogates link students to digital surrogates
of primary documentsof primary documents



Used Digitized Material inUsed Digitized Material in
Research/Teaching -- NoResearch/Teaching -- No

Materials I need had not been digitizedMaterials I need had not been digitized
Prefer original sourcesPrefer original sources
Question of accuracyQuestion of accuracy
Did not know if they existedDid not know if they existed
No specific needNo specific need





Other Other –– Where have you accessed Where have you accessed
digital materialdigital material

Home computerHome computer
Government and private organizationGovernment and private organization
School library and computer labSchool library and computer lab
Government officeGovernment office





Adequate Digitized BC Material Adequate Digitized BC Material ––
Sample ResponsesSample Responses

Only a small fraction of the local newspapers, local publications andOnly a small fraction of the local newspapers, local publications and
contents of local museums and archives are currently availablecontents of local museums and archives are currently available
digitallydigitally
Much of the digital material comes from outside BC. -- resources areMuch of the digital material comes from outside BC. -- resources are
improving, with libraries and museums digitizing more of theirimproving, with libraries and museums digitizing more of their
resourcesresources
I live in a rural area so access to digitized material on the Internet isI live in a rural area so access to digitized material on the Internet is
my first choicemy first choice
More papers would be beneficial to assist our patronsMore papers would be beneficial to assist our patrons
BC institutions should be encouraged to continue making materialBC institutions should be encouraged to continue making material
availableavailable
Online material constantly sparks new interests and ideas. TheOnline material constantly sparks new interests and ideas. The
more material that is easily available, the more possibility for newmore material that is easily available, the more possibility for new
research and new ideasresearch and new ideas



Adequate Digitized BC Material Adequate Digitized BC Material ––
Sample ResponsesSample Responses

There is a wealth of historical information about historical places that is notThere is a wealth of historical information about historical places that is not
yet available in digital formyet available in digital form
We need museums in BC through one portal, with one overarchingWe need museums in BC through one portal, with one overarching
digitization program. One searchable digitization program. One searchable photobankphotobank, one shared catalogue, one shared catalogue
I would like to see all the small libraries digitize their I would like to see all the small libraries digitize their ““local interestlocal interest””
collections (history, biography, geography, cultural heritage)collections (history, biography, geography, cultural heritage)
Students are particularly interested in old towns of BC or localized topics Students are particularly interested in old towns of BC or localized topics ––
resources are improving with libraries and museums digitizing collectionsresources are improving with libraries and museums digitizing collections
General areas in need of digitization General areas in need of digitization –– colonial material, newspapers, local colonial material, newspapers, local
histories, directories, land records, cemetery records, early school andhistories, directories, land records, cemetery records, early school and
church histories, census, audio and film, archival descriptions and mapschurch histories, census, audio and film, archival descriptions and maps





General comments re: digitization in B.C. General comments re: digitization in B.C. ––
Sample ResponsesSample Responses

In a school setting, it is not just a matter of providing materials in a digitized format. it is alsoIn a school setting, it is not just a matter of providing materials in a digitized format. it is also
essential that teachers have the essential that teachers have the technical infrastructure (i.e. computers and projectors)technical infrastructure (i.e. computers and projectors) in in
their classrooms to be able to make use of them.their classrooms to be able to make use of them.

Need Need assistance in finding, funding and implementing OCR softwareassistance in finding, funding and implementing OCR software. Would particularly like. Would particularly like
to have the functionality of to have the functionality of Early Early CanadianaCanadiana  online database for our newspapers and historicalonline database for our newspapers and historical
documents.documents.

Hope Hope affordable trainingaffordable training could be provided in smaller centers not just larger towns or made could be provided in smaller centers not just larger towns or made
available reasonably cheaply online. Resource person available to help with advice with projectsavailable reasonably cheaply online. Resource person available to help with advice with projects

Very interested in Very interested in collaborationcollaboration so that the maximum amount of material is digitized and so that the maximum amount of material is digitized and
available to the public. Books for example are a lesser priority to a public library as we will haveavailable to the public. Books for example are a lesser priority to a public library as we will have
less that is unique. Would digitize newspapers and periodical if unique.less that is unique. Would digitize newspapers and periodical if unique.

Our attempts to digitize our local history collection has been done very piecemealOur attempts to digitize our local history collection has been done very piecemeal over over
many years due to lack of funding and staff time. It is frustrating not being able to make thismany years due to lack of funding and staff time. It is frustrating not being able to make this
collection accessible to the public.collection accessible to the public.

I am concerned about I am concerned about selective digitization of materialselective digitization of material in archival  in archival fondsfonds

Institutions should be encouraged to Institutions should be encouraged to make unique information availablemake unique information available and to  and to coordinatecoordinate
digitization of materialsdigitization of materials such as newspapers and journals. such as newspapers and journals.



General comments re: digitization in B.C. General comments re: digitization in B.C. ––
Sample ResponsesSample Responses

I have concerns that I have concerns that too much digitization is happening simply for digitization's saketoo much digitization is happening simply for digitization's sake..
Projects are driven more by the availability of funding (even in my own institution) than for soundProjects are driven more by the availability of funding (even in my own institution) than for sound
holdings development and access priority reasons.holdings development and access priority reasons.

My priority would be to My priority would be to make available materials that are uniquemake available materials that are unique and NOT available in multiple and NOT available in multiple
copies (such as hard copies of journals or books) -- if I want those, I can find them but more easilycopies (such as hard copies of journals or books) -- if I want those, I can find them but more easily
than I can find original archival materials that are only available in one location and that I mightthan I can find original archival materials that are only available in one location and that I might
not even know about without very strong archival descriptions.not even know about without very strong archival descriptions.

In addition to digitizing, I would like to In addition to digitizing, I would like to emphasize the need for indexingemphasize the need for indexing ! There are some good ! There are some good
US examples, including American Historical Newspapers which is available thru NY Pub LibraryUS examples, including American Historical Newspapers which is available thru NY Pub Library
system and likely other US libraries.system and likely other US libraries.

I would love to have I would love to have more access to genealogical and people search resourcesmore access to genealogical and people search resources. More city. More city
directories, newspapers, professional membership lists, school annuals, old voters lists.directories, newspapers, professional membership lists, school annuals, old voters lists.

Funding is a big concern, what grants are available for digitization projects? Other than the BCFunding is a big concern, what grants are available for digitization projects? Other than the BC
digitization symposium, is there any way (digitization symposium, is there any way (ieie listserv, blog) for institutions to  listserv, blog) for institutions to communicatecommunicate with with
each other who are engaged or want to engage in digitization?each other who are engaged or want to engage in digitization?

It seems that those without the It seems that those without the technical expertisetechnical expertise cannot obtain funding to develop the cannot obtain funding to develop the
expertise and to begin the process. We have applied to numerous sources for assistance butexpertise and to begin the process. We have applied to numerous sources for assistance but
have never obtained the funding needed to begin to archive our materials in a professionalhave never obtained the funding needed to begin to archive our materials in a professional
manner.manner.


